COMING SOON!
The Illinois WIC EBT Card

At Your Next WIC Visit - NO MORE PAPER CHECKS!

When your current paper checks run out, at your next WIC visit on ______________ you will need to sign for the new Illinois WIC EBT card and set the PIN before leaving the clinic – a proxy cannot do this. Each household will be issued one Illinois WIC EBT card with all the food benefits on this one card; no more handling multiple checks for different members of your family.

At your next WIC visit you will need to be present to complete the following (cannot be done by Proxy):

- Receive your new Illinois WIC EBT card
- Select the 4-digit PIN which activates the card
- Learn how to use the new Illinois WIC EBT card when shopping for food

Please allow more time for this visit!

Just take your new WIC EBT Card, sometimes referred to as eWIC, and shopping list to the store; buy the foods you need when you need them.

You can use your benefits anytime until they expire at the end of the month; the following month your WIC card will be reloaded.

This institution is an equal opportunity provider.
Do you have Paper WIC Checks?

You will receive the new WIC EBT Card at your next appointment!

We are not able to exchange your paper checks for the new EBT card before your next appointment.

This institution is an equal opportunity provider